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Abstract
In this paper, we contribute to the study of the class (Σ). In the first part of the paper, we provide
new ways to characterize stochastic processes of the above mentioned class and we derive some new
properties. For instance, we prove that a stochastic process X is an element of the class (Σ) if, and
only if, its absolute value is equal to absolute value of some martingale M . In the second part, we
study in particular, stochastic processes of the class (Σ) which vanish on the zero set of a given Brow-
nian motion. More precisely, we provide a characterization theorem and methods dealing with such
stochastic processes.
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Introduction
In this paper, we study stochastic processes of the class (Σ). They are semi-martingales (Xt)t≥0 of the form
Xt = Mt + Vt, (1)
where the finite variation part V , is an adapted continuous process such that dVt is carried by the set {t ≥
0 : Xt = 0}. Such processes have played an important role in many probabilistic studies. For instance: in
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the study of the family of Aze´ma-Yor martingales, the resolution of Skorokhod’s embedding problem, the
study of Brownian local times. They also play a key role in the study of zeros of continuous martingales.
This class was introduced by Yor in [16]. Some of main properties were further studied by Nikeghbali in
collaboration with Najnudel and some others with Cheridito and Platen [4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. For instance,
Nikeghbali in [12], gives an interesting result which permits to characterize sub-martingales of the class (Σ).
It is the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let X = M + V be a local sub-martingale, where M is a local martingale and V is the
non-decreasing part of X in the Doob-Meyer decomposition. The following are equivalent:
1. The local sub-martingale X is of class (Σ).
2. For every locally bounded Borel function f , and F (x) ≡
∫ x
0 f(z)dz, the process
WFt (X) = F (Vt)− f(Vt)Xt
is a local martingale.
This result is extended to all semi-martingales of the class (Σ) in Lemma 2.3 of [4]. Recently, Eyi
Obiang et al in [5] have brought some interesting contributions in this framework. In their works, they give
a new way to characterize the class (Σ). More precisely, they prove that any stochastic process is an element
of the class (Σ) if, and only if, its absolute value is a sub-martingale of the class (Σ).
The aim of this paper is to bring our contributions to the general framework of the above mentioned
class of stochastic processes. In the first one, we provide a new way to characterize stochastic processes of
the class (Σ). A consequence of this result allows to characterize any stochastic process of the class (Σ)
with respect to absolute value of some martingale. This result is very interesting because it reciprocates a
very well-known example of processes of the class (Σ). More precisely, we show that for any element X of
the class (Σ), there exists a martingaleM such that:
|Xt| = |Mt|.
Note that the above mentioned consequence generalizes Proposition 2.3 of Ouknine and Bouhadou [3].
We also present some new properties. The second part is dedicated to the study of processes of the class
(Σ) which vanish on the set of zeros of a given Brownian motion. We provide a general framework and
methods for dealing with such processes. For instance: we establish a characterization theorem and some
interesting properties for these stochastic processes. We also prove some representation results allowing to
recover some stochastic processes X of the class (Σ) vanishing on the set of zeros of a Brownian motion B,
from its final value, X∞ and the last time B visited the origin: γ = sup{t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0}. More precisely,
from some results of enlargement filtrations theory [6] and of the theory of zeros of continuous martingales
[1], we prove the next identity:
Xt = E
[
X∞1{γ≤t}|Ft
]
.
Analogy results were established for sub-martingales of the class (Σ) in [4] when γ is the last time which
vanishes X instead B.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1, we give some notations and recall some useful defini-
tions and Terminologies we shall use throughout this paper. In section 2, we establish a new characterization
and new properties on stochastic processes of the class (Σ). Finally, in Section 3, we study elements of the
class (Σ) which vanish on zeros of a given Brownian motion.
For the reader’s convenience, we collect in the appendix useful results from the theory of enlargement
of filtrations. We also recall some results on balayage formula in the progressive case we use in this paper.
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1 Notations and Terminologies
We begin by recalling the definition of the class (Σ). Throughout we fix a filtered probability space
(Ω, (Ft)t≥0,F ,P) satisfying the usual conditions.
Definition 1.1. We say that a stochastic process X is of class (Σ) if it decomposes as X = M + V , where
1. M is a ca`dla`g local martingale,
2. V is an adapted continuous finite variation process starting at 0,
3.
∫ t
0 1{Xu 6=0}dVu = 0 for all t ≥ 0.
Recall that a stochastic process X is said to be of class (D) if {Xτ : τ is a finite stopping time} is
uniformly integrable. We shall say that X is of class (ΣD) if X is of class (Σ) and of class (D).
Throughout this work, we shall always use the following notations:
• B denotes a given Brownian motion.
• L0t (B) is the local time of B at level zero.
• Z1 = {t ≤ 1 : Bt = 0}.
• γ = sup{t ≤ 1 : Bt = 0}, γt = sup{s ≤ t : Bs = 0}.
• For any process X, we shall denote g = sup{t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0}, gt = sup{s ≤ t : Xs = 0} and the
process K will be defined as:
Kt = lim
sցt
inf (1Xs>0 − 1Xs<0).
Now, we recall an interesting observation of Prokaj [14] which shall play a key role in this paper: For
any continuous semimartingale Y , the set W = {t ≥ 0;Yt = 0} cannot be ordered. However, the set
R+ \ W can be decomposed as a countable union ∪nNJn of intervals Jn. Each interval Jn corresponds to
some excursion of Y . That is if Jn =]gn, dn[, Yt 6= 0 for all t ∈]gn, dn[ and Ygn = Ydn = 0. At each Jn we
associate a Bernoulli random variable ζn which is independent from any other random variables and such
that
P (ζn = 1) = α and P (ζn = −1) = 1− α.
Now, let us define the process Zα we use throughout this paper.
Zαt =
+∞∑
n=0
ζn1]gn,dn[(t). (2)
We close this section by recalling an important theorem of [5]. That is a result which gives a way to
characterize stochastic processes of the class (Σ).
Theorem 2. Let X be a continuous process which vanishes at zero. Then,
X ∈ (Σ)⇔ |X| ∈ (Σ).
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2 New characterizations of the class (Σ)
In this section, we shall state new results to characterize stochastic processes of the class (Σ). The following
theorem is the main result of this paper. It gives a new way to characterize stochastic processes of the class
(Σ).
Theorem 3. Let X be a continuous semimartingale. The following are equivalent:
1. X ∈ (Σ).
2. ∀α ∈ [0, 1], ZαX ∈ (Σ).
3. ∃α ∈ [0, 1] such that ZαX ∈ (Σ).
Proof. 1 ⇒ 2) Let X = M + V be an element of the class (Σ). One has from Proposition 2.2 of [3] what
follows
Zαt Xt =
∫ t
0
Zαs dXs + (2α − 1)L
0
t (Z
αX)
=
∫ t
0
Zαs dMs +
∫ t
0
Zαs dVs + (2α − 1)L
0
t (Z
αX).
But, we know that
∫ t
0 Z
α
s dVs = 0 since dVt is carried by {t ≥ 0;Xt = 0} and Xt = 0⇔ Z
α
t = 0. Hence,
Zαt Xt =
∫ t
0
Zαs dMs + (2α − 1)L
0
t (Z
αX). (3)
Then, ZαX ∈ (Σ) since (2α − 1)dL0t (Z
αX) is carried by {t ≥ 0;Zαt Xt = 0} and
(∫ t
0 Z
α
s dMs; t ≥ 0
)
is
a local martingale.
2 ⇒ 3) If we consider that ∀α ∈ [0, 1], ZαX ∈ (Σ). It follows in particular that ∃α ∈ [0, 1] such that
ZαX ∈ (Σ).
3⇒ 1) Now, assume that ∃α ∈ [0, 1] such that ZαX ∈ (Σ). Then, according to Theorem 2, |ZαX| ∈ (Σ).
But ∀t ≥ 0, Zαt ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and Z
α
t = 0⇔ Xt = 0. Therefore,
|ZαX| = |X|.
Consequently,
|X| ∈ (Σ).
This completes the proof.
Remark 2.1. We have proved in the above theorem that when X ∈ (Σ), one has ∀α ∈ [0, 1],
Zαt Xt =
∫ t
0
Zαs dMs + (2α − 1)L
0
t (Z
αX).
Now, as an application of Theorem 3, we have the following corollary. It gives a new characterization
martingale of the class (Σ).
Corollary 1. Let X be a continuous semimartingale. Then, the following holds:
X ∈ (Σ)⇔ ∃α ∈ [0, 1] such that ZαX is a local martingale.
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Proof. ⇒) It follows from Remark 2.1 that ∀α ∈ [0, 1],
Zαt Xt =
∫ t
0
Zαs dMs + (2α − 1)L
0
t (Z
αX).
Hence, we obtain in particular for α = 12 that
Zαt Xt =
∫ t
0
Zαs dMs.
Therefore, ZαX is a local martingale.
⇐) Now, if we assume that ∃α ∈ [0, 1] such that ZαX is a local martingale. It follows that ZαX ∈ (Σ).
Then, it follows from Theorem 3 that X ∈ (Σ).
It is well know that the absolute value |M | of a continuous local martingale M , is an element of the
class (Σ). In next proposition, we show that for any stochastic process X of the class (Σ), there exists a
local martingaleM which has the same absolute value that X.
Proposition 4. Let X be a continuous semimartingale. Then, X is an element of the class (Σ) if and only
if there exists a local martingale M such that
|X| = |M |.
Proof. ⇒) Assume that X is an element of the class (Σ) and define Zα with α = 12 . Hence, it entails from
Corollary 1 thatM = ZαX is a continuous local martingale. Then, |X| = |M | since |ZαX| = |X|.
⇐) Now, assume that there exists a continuous martingale M such that |X| = |M |. We obtain from
Tanaka’s formula what follows
|Xt| = |Mt| =
∫ t
0
sign(Ms)dMs + L
0
t (M).
But, L0t (M) = L
0
t (X) and dL
0
t (X) is carried by {t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0}. Thus, |X| ∈ (Σ). Consequently, it
follows from Theorem 2 that X ∈ (Σ).
Now, we give a series of interesting corollaries of Proposition 4. We begin by the next corollary which
has been established by Bouhadou and Ouknine in Proposition 2.3 of [3].
Corollary 2. If X is a non-negative and continuous sub-martingale of the class (Σ), then there exists a
local martingale M such that X = |M |.
Corollary 3. Let X be a continuous stochastic process of the class (Σ) and set
Kt = lim
sցt
inf (1Xs>0 − 1Xs<0).
Then, there exists a local martingale M such that ∀t ≥ 0,
Xt = Kgt |Mt|.
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Proof. According to Proposition 4, there exists a local martingaleM such that
|X| = |M |.
This entails that
Kgt |Xt| = Kgt |Mt|.
Consequently,
Xt = Kgt |Mt|,
Since Xt = Kgt |Xt|. This completes the proof.
Corollary 4. Let X be a process of the class (Σ). Then, there exists α ∈ [0, 1] and a process of bounded
variation, adapted, continuous R such that the measure dRt is carried by {t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} and the process
(
Xt −
∫ t
0
p(Ks)dL
0
s(Z
αX)−Rt : t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
Proof. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) and take α = 12 . Let us define
Kt = lim
sցt
inf (1Xs>0 − 1Xs<0).
It follows from Corollary 1 and Corollary 3 thatM = ZαX is a local martingale and that
Xt = Kgt |Mt|.
Thus, according to balayage formula in the progressive case, it entails
Xt =
∫ t
0
p(Kgs)d|Ms|+Rt,
where, R is a process of bounded variation, adapted, continuous such that the measure dRt is carried by
{t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0}. An application of Tanaka formula implies that
Xt =
∫ t
0
p(Kgs)sign(Ms)dMs +
∫ t
0
p(Kgs)dL
0
s(M) +Rt.
Therefore,
Xt −
∫ t
0
p(Kgs)dL
0
s(M)−Rt =
∫ t
0
p(Kgs)sign(Ms)dMs.
Consequently,
(
Xt −
∫ t
0
p(Ks)dL
0
s(M)−Rt : t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
Proposition 5. Let X be a continuous process of the class (Σ). Then, there exists α ∈ [0, 1] such that the
process (
|Xt| − L
0
t (Z
αX) : t ≥ 0
)
is a continuous local martingale.
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Proof. Let us take α = 12 . It follows from Proposition 4 and Corollary 1 that M = Z
αX is a local
martingale and ∀t ≥ 0,
|Xt| = |Mt|.
Hence, thanks to Tanaka formula, we have:
|Xt| =
∫ t
0
sign(Ms)dMs + L
0
t (M).
Therefore,
|Xt| − L
0
t (M) =
∫ t
0
sign(Ms)dMs
is a local martingale.
Corollary 5. Let X be a non-negative process of the class (Σ). Then, the process
(
Xt − L
0
t (Z
αX) : t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
Proof. That is a direct consequence of Proposition 5, since |Xt| = Xt.
3 Processes of the class (Σ) which vanish on zeros of a Brownian motion
Now, we shall apply results of the previous section to describe (Σ0B), the set of processes (Xt : t ≥ 0) of
the class (Σ) which vanish on the zero set of a given Brownian motion (Bt : t ≥ 0).
3.1 Characterization and properties
Definition 3.1. Given a Brownian motion B, we denote by (Σ0B), the set of processes of the class (Σ) which
vanish on the zero set of B and by (Σ0B,+), the set of non-negative processes of (Σ
0
B).
In what follows, we give a characterization of processes of the class (Σ0B).
Theorem 6. X ∈Σ0B if, and only if, X may be written as:
Xt = Kgtzγt |Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
(4)
where (zt; t ≥ 0) and (ut; t ≥ 0) are two predictable processes with respect to (Ft)t≥0 with suitable
integrability properties. (zγt ; t ≥ 0) may be obtained as
zγt = lim
u→γt
|Xu|
|Bu|
.
Hence,
|Xt| = zγt |Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
. (5)
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Proof. We have from Theorem 2 that |X| ∈ (Σ). Then, it follows thanks to Proposition 4 there exists a
local martingaleM such that ∀t ≥ 0,
|Xt| = |Mt|.
M vanishes on Z1 since X ∈Σ
0
B. Hence, from Theorem 3.3 of [7],M may be written as
Mt = z
′
γtBt exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
,
with z
′
γt = limu→γt
Mu
Bu
. Therefore,
|Xt| = |z
′
γt
||Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
.
It follows by multiplying by Kgt that:
Kgt |Xt| = Kgt |z
′
γt ||Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
.
Consequently,
Xt = Kgtzγt |Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
,
since Xt = Kgt|Xt| and by continuity of the map x 7→ |x|, zγt = |z
′
γt |.
In what follows, we give a corollary of the above theorem.
Corollary 6. If X ∈ (Σ0B,+), then, X may be written as:
Xt = zγt |Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
. (6)
Proof. It is enough to see that Kgt = 1 since X is a non-negative process.
Proof. That is a direct application of Theorem 2 and Corollary 6.
Proposition 7. Let X be a continuous process of the class (Σ). If X vanishes on Z = {t ≤ 1 : Bt = 0},
then (
|Xt| −
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B); t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
Proof. We have from Corollary 6, there exist two bounded predictable processes z and u such:
|Xt| = zγt |Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
.
Let Yt = zγt |Bt| and
Wt =
∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds =
∫ t
0
us1]γt;t]
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
0
u2s1]γt;t]ds.
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An application of the balayage formula implies what follows
zγt |Bt| =
∫ t
0
zγsd|Bs| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)dBs +
∫ t
0
zγsdL
0
s(B).
But, γs = s, dL
0
s(B)− almost surely. Thus,
Yt = zγt |Bt| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)dBs +
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B).
Now, we shall apply the Ito formula on |X| = Y eW . One has ∀t ≥ 0,
|Xt| =
∫ t
0
Yse
WsdWs+
∫ t
0
eWsdYs+
1
2
∫ t
0
eWsd〈W,Y 〉s+
1
2
∫ t
0
eWsd〈W,Y 〉s+
1
2
∫ t
0
Yse
Wsd〈W 〉s. (7)
Hence,
|Xt| =
∫ t
0
Yse
WsdWs +
∫ t
0
eWsdYs +
∫ t
0
eWsd〈W,Y 〉s +
1
2
∫ t
0
Yse
Wsd〈W 〉s.
But remark that: ∫ t
0
Yse
WsdWs =
∫ t
γt
Yse
Ws
[
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
u2sds
]
.
We have more precisely,
∫ t
0
Yse
WsdWs =
∫ t
γt
zγs |Bs|e
WsusdBs −
∫ t
γt
uszγs
|Bs|
Bs
eWsds−
1
2
∫ t
γt
zγs |Bs|u
2
se
Wsds
=
∫ t
γt
zγs |Bs|e
WsusdBs −
∫ t
γt
uszγssgn(Bs)e
Wsds−
1
2
∫ t
γt
zγs |Bs|u
2
se
Wsds.
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that:
∫ t
0
eWsd〈W,Y 〉s +
1
2
∫ t
0
Yse
Wsd〈W 〉s =
∫ t
γt
uszγssgn(Bs)e
Wsds+
1
2
∫ t
γt
zγs |Bs|u
2
se
Wsds.
Then, we obtain from equation (7)
|Xt| =
∫ t
γt
zγs |Bs|e
WsusdBs +
∫ t
0
eWsdYs
=
∫ t
γt
zγs |Bs|e
WsusdBs+
∫ t
0
eWszγssgn(Bs)dBs+
∫ t
0
eWszsdL
0
s(B).
Recall that γs = s, dL
0
s(B) - almost surely. That implies that e
Ws = eWγs = 1, dL0s(B) - almost surely.
Consequently,
|Xt| =
∫ t
γt
zγs |Bs|e
WsusdBs +
∫ t
0
eWsdYs
=
∫ t
γt
zγs |Bs|e
WsusdBs +
∫ t
0
eWszγssgn(Bs)dBs +
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B).
This implies that
(
|Xt| −
∫ t
0 zsdL
0
s(B); t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
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Now, we shall give some corollaries of Proposition 7.
Corollary 7. If X is a process of the class (Σ) which vanishes on Z1. Then the Doob decomposition of the
sub-martingale |X| is given by the next formula
|Xt| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs +
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B),
with
Wt =
∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds.
Corollary 8. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) vanishing on Z1 and (zt; t ≥ 0) its associated bounded
predictable process. If (zγt ; t ≥ 0) vanishes on Z1. Then, (|Xt|; t ≥ 0) is a local martingale.
Proof. According to Corollary 7, one has
|Xt| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs +
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B).
But, ∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B) =
∫ t
0
zγsdL
0
s(B) =
∫ t
0
zγs1{s≥0;Bs=0}dL
0
s(B)
because dL0s(B) is carried by Z1. Therefore,∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B) = 0
since (zγt ; t ≥ 0) vanishes on Z1. Consequently, (|Xt|; t ≥ 0) is a local martingale.
Corollary 9. Let X be a process of the class (Σ). If X vanishes on Z = {t ≤ 1 : Bt = 0}, then
(|Xt| − zγt |Bt|; t ≥ 0)
is a local martingale.
Proof. We can say thanks to Corollary 7 that
|Xt| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs +
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B).
On another hand, we have from balayage formula what follows
zγt |Bt| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)dBs +
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B).
That implies that
|Xt| − zγt |Bt| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs −
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)dBs
=
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)
(
eWs(1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s))− 1
)
dBs.
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Corollary 10. If X is a process of the class (Σ) which vanishes on Z1. Then, there exists a process R of
bounded variation, adapted, continuous such that the measure dRt is carried by {t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} and the
process (
Xt −
∫ t
0
p(Ks)zsdL
0
s(B)−Rt : t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
Proof. We have from Corollary 4 that there exists a process R of bounded variation, adapted, continuous
such that the measure dRt is carried by {t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} such that the process
(
Xt −
∫ t
0
p(Ks)dL
0
s(M)−Rt : t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale. But, according to Proposition 4, |X| = |M |. Thus, we have from Corollary 7 that
dL0s(M) = zsdL
0
s(B).
Therefore, (
Xt −
∫ t
0
p(Ks)zsdL
0
s(B)−Rt : t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
Proposition 8. Let X be a process of the class (Σ0B) and f , a locally bounded Borel function. Define
F (zt;L
0
t (B)) =
∫ t
0
zsf(L
0
s(B))dL
0
s(B).
Then, the process
(
f(L0s(B))|Xt| − F (zt;L
0
t (B)); t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
Proof. We have thanks to balayage formula,
f(L0s(B))|Xt| =
∫ t
0
f(L0s(B))d|Xs|.
It follows from Corollary 7 that
f(L0t (B))|Xt| =
∫ t
0
f(L0s(B))zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs +
∫ t
0
f(L0s(B))zsdL
0
s(B).
Then,
f(L0t (B))|Xt| − F (Zt;L
0
t (B)) =
∫ t
0
f(L0s(B))zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs.
Consequently, the theorem is proved..
Remark 3.1. We have proved that for f a locally bounded Borel function, (f(L0t (B))|Xt|; t ≥ 0) is also a
process of (Σ0B) and its finite variation process is (F (zt;L
0
t (B)); t ≥ 0).
The next corollary gives us conditions under which
(
f(L0s(B))|Xt| − F (zt;L
0
t (B)); t ≥ 0
)
is a true
martingale.
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Corollary 11. Let X be a process of class (Σ0B) such that |X| is of class (D). If f is a Borel bounded
function with compact support, then
(
f(L0s(B))|Xt| − F (zt;L
0
t (B)); t ≥ 0
)
is a uniformly integrable mar-
tingale.
Proof. There exist two constants C > 0 and K > 0 such that ∀x ≥ 0, |f(x)| ≤ C and ∀x ≥ K , f(x) = 0.
We have:
|F (zt;L
0
t (B))− f(L
0
s(B))|Xt|| =
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
f(L0s(B))zsdL
0
s(B)− f(L
0
s(B))|Xt|
∣∣∣∣
We know that z is a non-negative bounded process. Then, there exists a constant λ > 0 such that ∀t ≥ 0,
zt ≤ λ. Therefore,
|F (zt;L
0
t (B))− f(L
0
s(B))|Xt|| ≤ λ
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
f(L0s(B))dL
0
s(B)
∣∣∣∣+ |f(L0s(B))||Xt|.
Consequently, we have
|F (zt;L
0
t (B))− f(L
0
s(B))|Xt|| ≤ λKC + C|Xt|.
We deduce that
(
f(L0s(B))|Xt| − F (zt;L
0
t (B)); t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale of class (D) since
(λKC + C|Xt|; t ≥ 0) is of class (D). This achieves the proof.
Corollary 12. LetX be a process of the class (Σ0B) and f be a locally bounded Borel function. Then, there
exists a process of bounded variation, adapted and continuous R such that the measure dRt is carried by
{t ≥ 0; f(L0t (B)Xt = 0} and the process(
f(L0s(B))Xt −
∫ t
0
p(Ks)f(L
0
s(B))zsdL
0
s(B)−Rt; t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
Proof. We know that for every t ≥ 0, Xt = Kgt |Xt|. If we note Yt = f(L
0
t (B))|Xt|, it follows from
balayage formula that
f(L0t (B))Xt = KgtYt =
∫ t
0
p(Kgs)dYs +Rt,
where R is a process of bounded variation, adapted and continuous such that the measure dRt is carried by
{t ≥ 0; f(L0t (B)Xt = 0}. An application of Remark 3.1 implies that
f(L0t (B))Xt =
∫ t
0
p(Kgs)f(L
0
s(B))zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs+
∫ t
0
p(Kgs)f(L
0
s(B))zsdL
0
s(B)+Rt.
Since we have (zsdL
0
s(B))- almost surely, gs = s. Therefore, it follows that
f(L0t (B))Xt =
∫ t
0
p(Kgs)f(L
0
s(B))zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs+
∫ t
0
p(Ks)f(L
0
s(B))zsdL
0
s(B)+Rt.
Consequently, (
f(L0s(B))Xt −
∫ t
0
p(Ks)f(L
0
s(B))zsdL
0
s(B)−Rt; t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
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Remark 3.2. The process
(
f(L0s(B))Xt −
∫ t
0
p(Ks)f(L
0
s(B))zsdL
0
s(B)−Rt; t ≥ 0
)
is a uniformly integrable martingale under assumptions of Corollary 11.
Mansury and Yor in [7] have characterized Mstrict0 , the set of Brownian martingales whose zero set
coincides exactly with that Brownian motion as follows:
Theorem 9. A martingale (Mt; t ≥ 0) belongs toM
strict
0 if, and only ifM may be written
zγtBt exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
with P (∃u ≥ 0, zγu = 0;u 6= γu) = 0.
We note that, from Theorem 9 and Theorem 6 , a process X belongs to (Σ) with {t ≥ 0;Xt = 0} =
{t ≥ 0;Bt = 0} if, and only if |X| may be written
zγt |Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
with P (∃u ≥ 0, zγu = 0;u 6= γu) = 0.
In next theorem, we shall characterize processes of the class (Σ) whose zero set coincides exactly with
that of Brownian motion.
Theorem 10. LetX be a process of the class (Σ). The following holds.
{t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} = {t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0} if, and only if, there exists a non-negative and bounded
predictable process z
′
satisfying P (∃u ≥ 0, z
′
γu
= 0;u 6= γu) = 0 such that
(
|Xt| −
∫ t
0 z
′
sdL
0
s(B); t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
Proof. ⇒) Let us take z
′
= z. Since {t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} = {t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0}. We have by definition that
P (∃u ≥ 0, zγu = 0;u 6= γu) = 0.
Furthermore, we obtain thanks to Proposition 7 that
(
|Xt| −
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B); t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale.
⇐) Now, assume that there exists a non-negative and bounded predictable process z
′
such that
P (∃u ≥ 0, z
′
γu = 0;u 6= γu) = 0
and (
|Xt| −
∫ t
0
z
′
sdL
0
s(B); t ≥ 0
)
is a local martingale. Then,
At =
∫ t
0
z
′
sdL
0
s(B)
13
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is the non-decreasing process of the sub-martingale |X|. We know that {t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} is the support of
dAt since |X| belongs to (Σ). Furthermore, {t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0} is the support of dL
0
t (B). Consequently,
{t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} = {t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0}
since dAt = z
′
tdL
0
t (B) and P (∃u ≥ 0, z
′
γu
= 0;u 6= γu) = 0.
Proposition 11. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) which vanishes on {t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0}. Let z its
associated predictable process. If for every t ≥ 0, zγt = 1. Then, {t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} = {t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0}
and L0t (B) is the increasing part of the sub-martingale |X|.
Proof. By applying Corollary 6, we obtain that
|Xt| = |Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
.
That implies, {t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} = {t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0}. Furthermore, we have from Proposition 7 that
(|Xt| − L
0
t (B) : t ≥ 0) is a local martingale. This closes proof.
Corollary 13. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) whose zero set coincides exactly with that of Brownian
motion and z its associated bounded predictable process. Then, ( 1
zγt
|Xt|; t ≥ 0) is also a sub-martingale
of the class (Σ) whose zero set coincides exactly with that of Brownian motion and its increasing part is
(L0t (B); t ≥ 0).
Proof. According to Theorem 6, we have
|Xt| = |zγt ||Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
.
Hence, it follows that
1
|zγt |
|Xt| = |Bt| exp
(∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds
)
.
Therefore, ( 1
zγt
|Xt|; t ≥ 0) is an element of the class (Σ) vanishing on {t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0} and its associated
predictable process is z
′
≡ 1. Consequently, we can conclude this proof by applying Proposition 11.
We give in what follows, another result which allows to characterize processes of the class (Σ0,strictB ).
Theorem 12. Let X be a process of the class (Σ). Then, Z = {t ≤ 1 : Xt = 0} if, and only if, there exists
a non-negative and bounded predictable process z satisfying P (∃u ≥ 0, zγu = 0;u 6= γu) = 0 such that
(|Xt| − zγt |Bt|; t ≥ 0)
is a local martingale.
Proof. ⇒) Assume that Z = {t ≤ 1 : Xt = 0}. We have from Corollary 7 that
|Xt| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs +
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B),
14
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with
Wt =
∫ t
γt
us
(
dBs −
ds
Bs
)
−
1
2
∫ t
γt
u2sds.
Furthermore, we obtain from an application of balayage formula that
zγt |Bt| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)dBs +
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B).
Hence, it follows that
|Xt| − zγt |Bt| =
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)e
Ws
(
1 +Bsus1]γt;t](s)
)
dBs +
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)dBs.
Therefore,
(|Xt| − zγt |Bt|; t ≥ 0)
is a local martingale.
⇐) Now, assume that there exists a non-negative and bounded predictable process z satisfying P (∃u ≥
0, zγu = 0;u 6= γu) = 0 such that
(|Xt| − zγt |Bt|; t ≥ 0)
is a local martingale. We know that X is a sub-martingale of the class (Σ). Thus, |X| can be written as
|X| = M + A, where M is a local martingale and A is a non-decreasing, positive and continuous process
such that dAt is carried by {t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0}. Therefore, we obtain that
|Xt| − zγt |Bt| =
(
Mt −
∫ t
0
zγssgn(Bs)dBs
)
+
(
At −
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B)
)
.
That implies that
(
At −
∫ t
0 zsdL
0
s(B); t ≥ 0
)
is a continuous martingale. Thus, we obtain:
At =
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B).
And, dAt = ztdL
0
t (B). Consequently, dAt and dL
0
t (B) have the same support since P (∃u ≥ 0, zγu =
0;u 6= γu) = 0. This completes the proof.
Corollary 14. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) such that
(|Xt| − |Bt|; t ≥ 0)
is a local martingale. Then, Z = {t ≤ 1 : Xt = 0}.
Corollary 15. LetX be a process of the class (Σ) vanishing on Z1. If z is its associated predictable process
such that ∀t ≥ 0, zγt = 1. Then,
(|Xt| − |Bt|; t ≥ 0)
is a local martingale.
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Theorem 13. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) whose zero set coincides exactly with that of Brownian
motion. Define (τu) the right continuous inverse of (L
0
t (B); t ≥ 0):
τu = inf {t ≥ 0 : L
0
t (B) > u}.
Let ϕ : R+ → R+ be a Borel function. Then, we have the following estimates:
P
(
∃t ≥ 0, |Xt| > zγtϕ(L
0
t (B))
)
= 1− exp
(
−
∫ +∞
0
dx
ϕ(x)
)
(8)
and
P
(
∃t ≤ τ, |Xt| > zγtϕ(L
0
t (B))
)
= 1− exp
(
−
∫ u
0
dx
ϕ(x)
)
(9)
Proof. According to Corollary 13,
(
|Xt|
zγt
; t ≥ 0
)
is a sub-martingale of the class (Σ) whose zero set coin-
cides exactly with Z = {t ≤ 1 : Bt = 0} and its increasing process is (L
0
t (B); t ≥ 0). We obtain from
Theorem 3.2 of [12] that:
P
(
∃t ≥ 0,
|Xt|
zγt
> ϕ(L0t (B))
)
= 1− exp
(
−
∫ +∞
0
dx
ϕ(x)
)
(10)
and
P
(
∃t ≤ τ,
|Xt|
zγt
> ϕ(L0t (B))
)
= 1− exp
(
−
∫ u
0
dx
ϕ(x)
)
(11)
That implies the following
P
(
∃t ≥ 0, |Xt| > zγtϕ(L
0
t (B))
)
= 1− exp
(
−
∫ +∞
0
dx
ϕ(x)
)
and
P
(
∃t ≤ τ, |Xt| > zγtϕ(L
0
t (B))
)
= 1− exp
(
−
∫ u
0
dx
ϕ(x)
)
.
Consequently, the theorem is proved..
Corollary 16. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) which vanishes on {0 ≤ t ≤ 1 : Bt = 0}. Let z be
its associated predictable process. If for every t ≥ 0, zγt = 1, define (τu) the right continuous inverse of
(L0t (B); t ≥ 0):
τu = inf {t ≥ 0 : L
0
t (B) > u}.
Let ϕ : R+ → R+ be a Borel function. Then, we have the following estimates:
P
(
∃t ≥ 0, |Xt| > ϕ(L
0
t (B))
)
= 1− exp
(
−
∫ +∞
0
dx
ϕ(x)
)
(12)
and
P
(
∃t ≤ τu, |Xt| > ϕ(L
0
t (B))
)
= 1− exp
(
−
∫ u
0
dx
ϕ(x)
)
(13)
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Corollary 17. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) whose zero set coincides exactly with that of Brownian
motion. If
∫ +∞
0
dx
ϕ
= +∞, then the stopping time Tϕ = inf{t ≥ 0 : ϕ(L
0
t (B))|Xt| > zγt} is finite almost
surely. Furthermore, if Tϕ <∞ and ϕ is locally bounded, then
|XTϕ | =
zγTϕ
ϕ(L0Tϕ(B))
.
Corollary 18. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) which vanishes on {t ≤ 1 : Bt = 0}. If zγt ≡ 1 for all
t ≥ 0 and
∫ +∞
0
dx
ϕ
= +∞. Then the stopping time Tϕ = inf{t ≥ 0 : ϕ(L
0
t (B))|Xt| > 1} is finite almost
surely. Furthermore, if Tϕ <∞ and ϕ is locally bounded, then
|XTϕ | =
1
ϕ(L0Tϕ(B))
.
Corollary 19. If
∫ +∞
0
dx
ϕ
= +∞. Then the stopping time Tϕ = inf{t ≥ 0 : ϕ(L
0
t (B))|Bt| > 1} is finite
almost surely. Furthermore, if Tϕ <∞ and ϕ is locally bounded, then
|BTϕ | =
1
ϕ(L0Tϕ(B))
.
3.2 Representation in terms of last passage time of Brownian motion
In this subsection, we state results inspired by a representation formula obtained for stochastic processes
of the class (Σ) by Cheridito, Nikeghbali and Platen [4]. More precisely, they proved that under some
assumptions, one has
Xt = E[X∞1{g<t}|Ft],
with, g = sup{t ≥ 0 : Xt = 0} and X∞ = limt→+∞Xt. Here, we shall show that some processes of the
class (Σ) vanishing on Z1 = {t ≤ 1 : Bt = 0} hold
|Xt| = E[X∞1{γ<t}|Ft],
where, γ = sup{t ≥ 0 : Bt = 0} and X∞ = limt→+∞ |Xt|.
Remark that γ is not a stopping time with respect to the filtration (Ft)t≥0. Throughout of this subsection,
we represent by (Gt)t≥0, the progressive enlargement of the filtration (Ft)t≥0 with respect to γ and we
consider that R is the Azema sub-martingale associated with γ. More precisely, R is defined by:
Rt = P (γ < t|Ft) .
Proposition 14. IfX is a continuous stochastic process of the class (Σ) which vanishes on {t ≤ 1;Bt = 0}
such that 〈X,R〉 = 0. Then, |X|R is a local martingale.
Proof. We know that R is a sub-martingale of the class (Σ0H). Hence, according to Proposition 7, there
exists a local martingale m such that
Rt = mt +
∫ t
0
zsdL
0
s(B),
where z is a predictable process with suitable integrability properties.
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As far as, there exists a local martingaleM and a predictable process z
′
such that
|Xt| = Mt +
∫ t
0
z
′
sdL
0
s(B),
since, |X| is a process of the class (Σ) vanishing on the zero set of B. It follows from an integration by
parts:
Rt|Xt| =
∫ t
0
Rsd|Xs|+
∫ t
0
|Xs|dRs + 〈|X|, R〉t.
Since 〈|X|, R〉 = 0, it entails that
Rt|Xt| =
∫ t
0
Rsd|Xs|+
∫ t
0
|Xs|dRs
=
∫ t
0
RsdMs +
∫ t
0
Rsz
′
sdL
0
s(B) +
∫ t
0
|Xs|dms +
∫ t
0
XszsdL
0
s(B).
But, the random measure dL0t (B) is carried by the zero set of B. Then,
∫ t
0
Rsz
′
sdL
0
s(B) =
∫ t
0
|Xs|zsdL
0
s(B) = 0,
since R and |X| vanish on the zero set of B. Therefore,
Rt|Xt| =
∫ t
0
RsdMs +
∫ t
0
|Xs|dms.
Consequently, (Rt|Xt|; t ≥ 0) is a local martingale.
Corollary 20. Let X be a process of the class (Σ) vanishing on {t ≤ 1;Bt = 0} such that
〈X,R〉 = 0. If, R|X| is a uniformly integrable martingale. Then, there exists a random variable X∞ such
that limt→+∞ |Xt| = X∞ a.s and in L
1 and we have ∀t ≥ 0,
|Xt| = E
[
X∞1{γ<t}|Ft
]
.
Proof. We know by assumptions R|X| is a uniformly integrable martingale. Thus, there exists a random
variable X∞ such that
X∞ = lim
t→+∞
Rt|Xt| = lim
t→+∞
|Xt|.
But, we can see that R|X| vanishes on {t ≥ 0;Rt = 0} and γ = sup{t ≥ 0;Rt = 0}. Hence, by an
application of quotient theorem (Theorem 3.2 of [1]. We recall it in Theorem 17 of Appendix), we obtain
that (|Xt+γ |; t > 0) is a uniformly integrable martingale with respect to the filtration (Gt+γ ; t > 0). Thus,
we have what follows
|Xt+γ | = E [X∞|Gt+γ ] .
That implies the following equality
ρ(|X·+γ |)t = ρ (E [X∞|G·+γ ])t ,
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where ρ is the function defined in Proposition 3.1 of [1] (We recall it in Proposition 16 of Appendix). But
according to Proposition 16, |Xt| = ρ(|X·+γ |)t since |X| vanishes on {t ≥ 0;Rt = 0}. Thus,
|Xt| = ρ (E [X∞|G·+γ ])t .
Now, consider the following optional process
Yt = E
[
X∞1{γ<t}|Ft
]
.
We can see that Y vanishes on {t ≥ 0;Rt = 0} and ∀t > 0,
Yt+γ = E [X∞|Ft+γ ] .
From Lemma (5,7) of [6] (see Lemma 1 of appendix), the following equality holds:
Gt+γ = Ft+γ , ∀t > 0.
Therefore,
Yt+γ = E [X∞|Gt+γ ] = |Xt+γ |.
Consequently, it entails from uniqueness of Proposition 16 that
|Xt| = Yt = E
[
X∞1{γ<t}|Ft
]
.
Theorem 15. LetX be an element of the class (ΣD) which vanishes on {t ≤ 1;Bt = 0}. Then, there exists
a random variable such that limt→+∞Xt = X∞ and ∀t ≥ 0,
Xt = E
[
X∞1{γ<t}|Ft
]
.
Proof. From an application of quotient theorem, we can affirm that the process
(
Xt+γ
Rt+γ
; t > 0
)
is a uniformly
integrable martingale with respect to the filtration (Gt+γ ; t > 0). But, we remark that
Rt+γ = 1, t > 0.
Hence, it follows that (Xt+γ ; t > 0) is a uniformly integrable martingale with respect to the filtration
(Gt+γ ; t > 0). Then, we have what follows,
Xt+γ = E [X∞|Gt+γ ] , t > 0.
Thus, it entails that
ρ(X·+γ)t = ρ (E [X∞|G·+γ ])t .
But according to Proposition 16, Xt = ρ(X·+γ)t since X vanishes on {t ≥ 0;Rt = 0}. Therefore,
Xt = ρ (E [X∞|G·+γ ])t .
Now, consider the following optional process
Yt = E
[
X∞1{γ<t}|Ft
]
.
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We can see that Y vanishes on {t ≤ 1;Bt = 0} = {t ≤ 1;Rt = 0} and ∀t > 0,
Yt+γ = E [X∞|Ft+γ ] .
From Lemma (5,7) of [6], the following equality holds:
Gt+γ = Ft+γ , ∀t > 0.
Therefore,
Yt+γ = E [X∞|Gt+γ ] = Xt+γ .
Consequently, we conclude from uniqueness of Proposition 16 that
Xt = Yt = E
[
X∞1{γ<t}|Ft
]
.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 21. Let g <∞ be an honest time such that γ ≤ g almost surely. Then,
g
law
= γ.
Proof. We can see that Xt = P (g < t|Ft) is a process of the class (Σ) which vanishes on the zero set of B.
Hence, according to Theorem 15, one has
Xt = E
[
X∞1{γ<t}|Ft
]
= P (γ < t|Ft).
Therefore,
P (g < t|Ft) = P (γ < t|Ft).
That implies that,
E (P (g < t|Ft)) = E (P (γ < t|Ft)) ,
where, E is the expectation. Consequently, we have
P (g < t) = P (γ < t).
This completes proof.
4 Appendix
4.1 Enlargement of filtrations theory
In this subsection, we recall results of theory of enlargement filtrations which were mainly useful in the
current work.
Definition 4.1 (Definition 2.1 of Aze´ma and Yor[1]). Let H be a random optional closed set. We call
R(H) the class of processes (Xt; t ≥ 0) vanishing onH and admitting a decomposition of the form
Xt = Mt + Vt,
where (Mt; t ≥ 0) is a right continuous uniformly integrable martingale, (Vt; t ≥ 0) is a continuous and
adapted variation integrable process such that dVt is carried by H .
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Proposition 16 (Proposition 3.1 of Aze´ma and Yor[1]). Let H be a random optional closed set. Denote
g = supH and represent by (Gt)t≥0, the progressive enlargement of the filtration (Ft)t≥0 with respect to
g. Let (Vt)t≥0 be a (Gg+t)t≥0− optional process. There exists a unique (Ft)t≥0− optional process (Ut)t≥0
which vanishes on H such that ∀t ≥ 0, Ug+t = Vt and U0 = V0 on {g = 0}. That defines a function
ρ : V 7−→ U . ρ is linear, non-negative and preserves products.
Theorem 17. [Quotient theorem: Theorem 3.2 of Aze´ma and Yor [1]]
1. If (Xt; t ≥ 0) is a stochastic process of the class R(H), hence, the process (χt; t > 0) defined by
χt =
Xg+t
Yg+t
is a (Q, (Gg+t)t > 0) uniformly integrable martingale.
2. Reciprocally, let (χt; t > 0) a (Q, (Gg+t)t > 0) uniformly integrable martingale; the stochastic pro-
cess X = (Ytρ(χ·)t; t ≥ 0) is the unique process of R(H) such that
χt =
Xg+t
Yg+t
for all t > 0.
Lemma 1 (Lemma 5.7 of Jeulin [6]). Let g be an honest variable with respect to (Ft)t≥0. Let (Gt)t≥0 be
the progressive enlargement of the filtration (Ft)t≥0 with respect to g. If τ is a stopping time with respect to
(Gt)t≥0 such that g < τ on {g <∞}, hence
Gτ = Fτ .
4.2 Balayage formula
The balayage formulas in the progressive case were more used throughout this paper. In what follows, we
recall results we used.
Proposition 18 (Proposition 2.3 of Ouknine and Bouhadou [3] ). Let Y be a continuous semimartingale
and γt = sup{s ≤ t : Ys = 0}. If k is a bounded progressive process, then
kγtYt = k0Y0 +
∫ t
0
pkγsdYs +Rt,
whereR is a process of bounded variation, adapted, continuous such that dRt is carried by the set {Ys = 0}.
Proposition 19 (Proposition 2.2 of Ouknine and Bouhadou [3]). Let Y be a continuous semimartingale
and Zα, the process defined in (2). Then,
Zαt Yt =
∫ t
0
Zαs dYs + (2α − 1)L
0
t (Z
αY ),
where, L0t (Z
αY ) is the local time of the semimartingale ZαY .
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